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CLIMATE EMERGENCY DECLARATION — SOUTH AUSTRALIAN LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 

Statement 

HON TIM CLIFFORD (East Metropolitan) [5.33 pm]: I rise this evening to congratulate my interstate 
colleague Mark Parnell, MLC, from the South Australian Parliament for successfully putting his motion for the 
South Australian Parliament to declare a climate emergency. I will quickly read the statement he made this 
morning. He said — 

An hour ago, the Legislative Council (Upper House) of State Parliament voted to Declare a Climate 
Emergency in South Australia! This was the first such motion in an Australian State Parliament. As for 
the vote—it had unanimous support from all non-Government Parties, but the Liberals did try to amend 
it by removing the main demand—Declaring a Climate Emergency. 

That sounds familiar — 

When the Libs got no support from any other Party for their amendments, they gave up and let the motion 
go through “on the voices” without calling for a formal vote. So, the record won’t show that they voted 
against it, but you and I know. 

That is significant. That is the first state and it will not be last. The demands are quite simple. It is to make sure 
that the state gets to 100 per cent renewable energy, that we have a non-aspirational target—I mean a hard target—
to reduce our domestic and international emissions to zero per cent, and we get renewable energy across the country 
and address the climate threat. At the end of the day, the confidence in this Parliament depends on the security and 
wellbeing of our community. That does not come by supporting the big oil and gas companies; it comes by passing 
policies that address the climate issue. 
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